had some of the experiences I've been cause you've been—"

"Lesely and Peyland Lowers, you term, too. Oh, well it might be. A lot of good it did though, and I it?' while he was signing his name. "Strung him with a well prepared line turned down. Oh, yes, I interviewed name to my petition. 'Let's see, I of this joint. 'Your petition to take framed. They will be a nice souvenir trar.

"Hang the Freshman. Let him go narrow-minded (this is my second place than New Mexico in about three seconds," responded the Billiken with a sour attempt at a laugh. "If you had some of the experiences I've been having lately at this confounded Institute you—"

"Oh, I'll acknowledge I'm awfully some fell college pen-
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THE HORNETS NEST

No one looked up. It had become too common an occurrence.

More—

Finally Cad shut his Schwamb and Merrile with a bang. "Say, Hilliken, can't you forget for a while that you were down in New Mexico last summer? This joint is not an angel's roost. I'll admit, but that's no reason that you are a Senior and because you've been—"

"Shut up or I'll put you in a worse place than New Mexico in about three seconds," responded the Billiken with a sour attempt at a laugh. "If you had some of the experiences I've been having lately at this confounded Institute you—"

"Oh, I'll acknowledge I'm awfully some fell college pen-
nant coupon, 25 of select-
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